
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town…the pleasant autumnal weather continues. 

Easter weekend gives me some respite from a busy week…and after the busy work comes the busy invoicing 
and there’s nothing as sweet to an independent consultant as invoicing a client…especially when they’re 
prompt payers! 

I’m presenting to SACAP this week…SA college of applied psychology…and I’ll have a decent audience to 
talk to about SDI, relationships and conflict.  When my diary is going well I’ve got a nice balance between the 
SDI work and the Negotiation work.  It’s good to wear two hats. 

I’m now doorman for the cats…which is OK when they both want to go out…but when Lupin wants to go out 
and Bumble wants to come in I’m up and down like a yo-yo.  I can see a cat flap appearing soon.  We bought 
a very big bag of Hills Science food and the share price went up.  I was talking to some other cat owners this 
week and they all feed their cats on the same stuff.  The cats must be talking to each other and spreading the 
word. 

I’ve just signed up to go on an Enneagram programme.  It should balance the SDI material and a bit of CPD 
can’t do any harm. 

More sport again today…Chinese Formula 1…Liverpool and Arsenal…but pride of place must go to Millwall 
who are doing a Lazarus and are now clear of relegation…almost…and the Stormers won last night as well. 

Oscar is now looking doomed…and Scotland looks like it wants to be independent…and good for them…and 
election campaigning is hotting up in SA.  Will the DA win Gauteng we ask ourselves…and the world replies, 
“Where’s Gauteng?”…and we shout Jo’burg! 

Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
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So my monitor arrived this week…minus all the cables I needed to make it work on my laptop.  I’m waiting for a 

DVI/HDMI adaptor to arrive but even then I might need advice.  I’ll keep you posted. 

 

Bought Tim Noakes book on eating:  The Real Meal Revolution.  He’s professor of Sports Science just nearby in 

Newlands and it’s a very smart organisation.  I’m making a new move on weight and fitness and it’s already paying 

dividends. 

America to prom during a question and answer session at school. 

Eighteen-year-old Patrick Farves said he received three days of in-school suspension Thursday because he asked 

Nina Davuluri to prom. 

The senior at Central York High School stood up and popped the prom question, then walked to the stage with a 

plastic flower. Davuluri just laughed and the students cheered. 

School officials heard about Farves' plan in advance and warned him not to do it. He has apologized for 

disrupting the event. 

The school says students are disciplined for breaking rules and this incident is no different. 

Davuluri was at the school to talk with students about diversity and the importance of science, technology, 

engineering and math studies. 
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Delivery 

 
I’ve been very impressed with the 24 hour delivery of two computer cables and a book that I’ve 
ordered this week and they’re all from different companies. 
 
It’s not hard to see why the internet does so well when you can order online and it’s with you next 
day.  The alternative is to go round the shops and see if it’s in stock...which with the cables 
proved a big negative. 
 
It’s long been a sales principle that you should grab the customers while they’re hot.  That’s 
what’s so powerful about Kindle because it’s instantaneous downloads but you can’t download a 
cable but you can ensure that it’s there within 24 hours. 
 
Make your sales process simple and fast and you’ll do well. 
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Revenge and long memories 

Negotiators have long memories and their desire for revenge is strong. 
 
You may think that you’ve had a cheap short term victory at the expense of the other party but 
believe me if you leave debris behind in a negotiation it’ll be used to create revenge. 
 
Revenge is a very expensive commodity and I’d recommend that you never lose sight of the 
balance between a short term victory and the quality of a long term relationship. 
 
I’ve written a great deal about the lifetime value of a customer and the total cost of ownership of a 
product or service.  You should always take the long view when, of course, there is a long view to 
take.  If it’s a short term piece of business without long term consequences then you’re free to go 
for Gold. 
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